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Soft Computing for Information Processing and Analysis (Studies in Fuzziness and Soft Computing)Springer, 2005
Search engines, with Google at the top, have become the most heavily used online service, with millions of searches performed every day and many remarkable capabilities. Soft Computing for Information Processing and Analysis includes reports from the front of soft computing in the internet industry and imparts knowledge and...
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Practical Data Analysis and Reporting with BIRTPackt Publishing, 2008
BIRT, which stands for Business Intelligence and Reporting Tools, is an Eclipse-based open-source reporting system for Java and J2EE based web applications. Including the word "Tools" in the acronym is appropriate, since BIRT is in fact a collection of development tools and technologies used for developing reports utilizing the BIRT...
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Renaissance and Reformation: Primary Sources Edition 1Gale, 2002
School Library Journal : "...contains 18 excerpts from a wide range of works and authors...The Saaris' Renaissance will be a top choice for student researchers, particularly those in need of primary-source materials." 
 -- School Library Journal (Febraury 2003)

ARBA : "...has...
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Rev Up to Excel 2010: Upgraders Guide to Excel 2010Holy Macro! Books, 2010

	
		This updated edition of Excel 2007 Miracles Made Easy features the amazing new upgrades offered in Excel 2010 and prepares users to transition to it. Covering only the revised components in Excel 2010, this manual shows how to navigate the ribbon interface and leverage the new business-intelligence...
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Rubber Analysis - Polymers, Compounds and Products (Rapra Review Reports)Smithers Rapra Technology, 1996

	This review outlines each technique used in rubber analysis and then illustrates which methods are applied to determine which facts. This text is a good introduction to a very complex subject area and will enable the reader to understand the basic concepts of rubber analysis. Around 350 abstracts from the Rapra Polymer Library database...
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Mastering Search Analytics: Measuring SEO, SEM and Site SearchO'Reilly, 2011

	
		Many companies still approach Search Engine Optimization (SEO) and paid search as separate initiatives. This in-depth guide shows you how to use these programs as part of a comprehensive strategy—not just to improve your site’s search rankings, but to attract the right people and increase your conversion rate.

	...
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Computational Models of Argument:  Volume 144 Frontiers in Artificial Intelligence and ApplicationsIOS Press, 2006
The papers in this volume formed the programme of the 1st International Conference on Computational Models of Argument (COMMA), which was hosted by the Dept. of Computer Science of The University of Liverpool from Sept. 11th–12th, 2006. This conference originated from the ASPIC project1 from which significant support has been received. The...
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Salesforce.com For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2006
Customize Salesforce for all your business needs   

   

   See how Salesforce helps manage accounts, market products, and improve service   

   Got something to sell? Work for somebody who does? You need salesforce.com, and this book tells you how to use it. Whether you're a salesperson,...
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Renaissance and Reformation Reference Library Cumulative Index Edition 1. (U-X-L Renaissance & Reformation Reference Library)Gale, 2002
School Library Journal : "Complementary approaches to an important era in European history...The Saaris' Renaissance will be a top choice for student researchers, particularly those in need of primary-source materials." 
 -- School Library Journal (Febraury 2003)

VOYA : "The text is...
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Special Edition Using WordPerfect 12Que, 2004

	This must have reference on WordPerfect 12, is crammed full with tips, tricks, and practical examples not found anywhere else.


	This is the most comprehensive and up-to-date book on the market today.


	Title is backed and promoted by WordPerfect Universe (most popular WP site), and wpwriter.com (one of the top 3 WP web...
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Learning SQLO'Reilly, 2005
SQL (Structured Query Language) is a standard programming  language for generating, manipulating, and retrieving information from a  relational database. If you're working with a relational database--whether  you're writing applications, performing administrative tasks, or generating  reports--you need to know how to interact...
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Pro SQL Server 2012 Reporting Services (Professional Apress)Apress, 2012

	At its core, the process of designing reports hasn’t changed substantially in the past 20 years. The report designer lays out report objects, which contain data from a known source of data, in a design application such as Reporting Services, Business Objects Reports, or Microsoft Access. He or she then tests report execution,...
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